2016 PRESIDENTIAL
ELECTION
PANEL DISCUSSION

PANELISTS
• Business
• Jeffrey LaRiche, MA, Castle Worldwide, Inc.

• Certification/credentialing
• Diane Thompkins, MS, RN, American Nurses Credentialing Center

• Global and International
• Leslie Anne Patry, RN, BScN, MScN, NBCRNA and ABNS

• Hospital/healthcare
• Albert Rundio, Jr., PhD, DNP, RN, ARNP, NEANEA-BC, FNAP, FAAN

• Regulatory
• Maureen Cahill, National Council of State Boards of Nursing (NCSBN)

• University and Higher Education
• Gloria Donnelly, PhD, RN, FAAN, FCPP, Drexel University

OBJECTIVES
• Discuss various organizational leadership perspectives on the
changing political landscape,
• considering certification as point of reference

• Discuss how organizations can better position themselves in a
changing political environment
• Panelists will:
• provide brief overview of their experience underpinning their perspective
perspective
• react to questions that have been developed to facilitate the discussion
discussion

• Audience will:
• PARTCIPATE

OVERVIEW OF KEY NOTE
Changing Landscape of Health Care:
Impact of US Political Paradigm Shifts
• Global/US Political/Healthcare/Nursing paradigms
• Instant access to information; renewable energy; organic food;
consciousness shift
• -Isms; working class ideology; healthcare issues (coverage, state
control, SOP, ACA repeal/replace/repair)
• Toxic stress; acute to chronic illness shift; genetics; nutrition;
nutrition; aging
• DNP; full SOP; nursenurse-led practices; faculty shortage

QUESTION ONE

What are your initial reactions to
yesterday’
yesterday’s key note presentation?

The Changing Landscape of Health Care: The Impact of Political and
Professional Paradigm Shifts.
An “International” Perspective
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A FEW THOUGHTS…
THOUGHTS…
• The whole world is standing back – what’
what’s next?
• Change can be tolerated –Uncertainty creates anxiety and “angst”
angst”
• There are swings to the “Right”
Right” and to the “Left”
Left” – making it difficult to “live our
values”
values”
• Healthcare is a right – not a commodity – philosophical perspective
• Border situation makes it difficult for consultants, physicians - there are practical
implications
• Refugees - Asylum Seekers - crossing into Canada on foot – new phenomenon
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QUESTION TWO

What have been the opportunities or
benefits to you, or the organization's that
you interact with, as a result of the
Affordable Care Act (ACA)?

QUESTION THREE

What do you see as the risks and/or
benefits from this Presidential
administration (e.g., to healthcare,
business, etc.)?

QUESTION FOUR

From your perspective, what issues are your
organization’s watching/monitoring and on what
issues do you anticipate having to take action as
part of this political paradigm shift?
(Please do not limit your perspective to ACA repeal.)

“Be the change that you wish to see in
the world”
world”
Mahatma Gandhi

Thank You

